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Raoul Barré 

– Starts the First Animation Studio in 1914 
– Introduces the Slash System 



John Randolph Bray 

• Opens a Studio to Compete with Barre 



Bray Studios 



Bray Studios 
• Attempts to Patent the Animation Cell 

Process 
• Earl Hurd Patents the Cell in Dec. 1914 
• Bray and Hurd Merge Operations 



Max Fleischer 
• Around 1915 Starts Experimenting 
• Works with his Brother (A Coney Island 

Clown) 
• Applies for a Patent in 1915 
 



Max Fleischer 

• Koko the Clown 
 

• The Rotoscope 
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Rotoscoping is an animation technique in which animators trace over live-action film movement, frame by frame, for use in animated films. Originally, pre-recorded live-action film images were projected onto a frosted glass panel and re-drawn by an animator. This projection equipment is called a rotoscope, although this device has been replaced by computers in recent years. More recently, the rotoscoping technique has been referred to as interpolated rotoscoping.The technique was invented by Max Fleischer, who used it in his series Out of the Inkwell starting around 1915, with his brother Dave Fleischer dressed in a clown outfit as the live-film reference for the character Koko the Clown.Fleischer used rotoscope in a number of his later cartoons as well, most notably the Cab Calloway dance routines in three Betty Boop cartoons from the early 1930s, and the animation of Gulliver in Gulliver's Travels (1939). The Fleischer studio's most effective use of rotoscoping was in their series of action-oriented Superman cartoons, in which Superman and the other animated figures displayed very realistic movement. The Leon Schlesinger animation unit at Warner Brothers, producing cartoons geared more towards exaggerated comedy, used rotoscoping only occasionally.Walt Disney and his animators employed it carefully and very effectively in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937. Rotoscoping was also used in many of Disney's subsequent animated feature films with human characters, such as Cinderella in 1950. Later, when Disney animation became more stylized (e.g. One Hundred and One Dalmatians, 1961), the rotoscope was used mainly for studying human and animal motion, rather than actual tracing.



Pat Sullivan Studios 
• Begins in 1915 
• Former Newspaper Cartoonist 
• Trained with Barre 
• 1925 Cartoons get their first Big Star 
• Otto Messmer 

– Felix 



Otto Messmer 

• Felix 
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